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Togetherwith the existenceof new neutral gaugebosons,models basedon extendedgauge
groups(rank> 4) oftenpredictalsonew chargedfermions.A mixing of the knownfermions with
new stateswith exoticweak-isospinassignments(left-handedsingletsand right-handeddoublets)
will induce treelevel flavour changingneutralinteractionsmediatedby Z exchange,while if the
mixing is only with new stateswith ordinary weak-isospinassignments,the flavour changing
neutralCurrents aremainly due to the exchangeof thelightest new neutralgaugeboson Z’. We
show that the presentexperimentallimits on js—e conversionin nuclei give a nuclear-model-in-
dependentboundon theZ—e—

1i vertexwhich is twice asstrong asthat obtainedfrom ~s—* eee.
In thecaseof E6 models theselimits provide quite stringentconstraintson the Z’ massand on
the Z—Z’ mixing angle. We point out that the proposed experiments to search for ti—c
conversionin nucleihave good chancesto find evidenceof lepton flavourviolation, eitherin the
casethat new exotic fermions are presentat the electroweakscale,or if a new neutral gauge
bosonZ’ of E6 origin lighter than a few TeV exists.

1. Introduction

The searchfor the conversionof muonsinto electronsin nuclei providesa very

stringent testof muonnumberconservation.The presentexperimentalbound on
the branchingfor ~x—econversionin titanium, R ~ 4 x 1012 at TRIUMF [1] and
PSI [21, gives a very powerful constraint on possible flavour changingneutral
currents(FCNCs) violating the muon and electronnumberconservation.Due to
the enhancementby the coherentcontributionof all the nucleonsin the nucleus,
the limits on lepton flavourviolation resulting from this processare alreadymore
stringentthan the onesobtainedfrom thepurelyleptonicdecays~ —* eee,p. —* ey,

etc.. Furthermore,new experimentssearchingfor p.—e conversionin nuclei are
planned,aiming to test branchingratios up to R ~ 4 X iO’~ [31,or possibly even
up to R < 10— 16 [41.In the next few years, they could either provide the first
acceleratorevidencesfor lepton flavour violation, or give particularly strong
constraintson severalpossibleextensionsof the StandardModel (SM).

In the SM, lepton flavourviolating (LFV) currentsarestrictly forbidden.This is
not true in most of its extensions.For instance, if right-handedneutrinos are
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present,LFV currentsaregeneratedradiatively,proportionalto very small GIM-
like factors involving neutrinomasses.Other extensionsof the SM which include
new neutral fermions and/or new Higgses,have been discussedin ref. [5]. In
model building, it is generally required that some natural mechanismexists to
suppressLFV currents at a level compatible with the present experimental

constraints.
Recentlyit hasbeenstressed[61that extendedgaugemodels,characterizedby

additional U(1) factors and by the presenceof new chargedfermions, predict
FCNCs mediated by the additional neutral gaugeboson Z’. Since the flavour
changing Z’ vertices are expectedto be naturally large, theseFCNCs must be
suppressedby a large Z’ mass.In orderto be consistentwith the limit onp. —~ eee
and for natural assumptionson the fermion mass matrix the additional gauge
bosonshouldnot be much lighter than O(TeV) [61.

In this paperwe will considerthe constraintsimplied by the presentlimit on
p.—e conversionin nuclei for the LFV currentsmediatedeitherby the standardZ
boson, or by a new Z’. By now thesedatahavenot beenusedto constrainZ’
physics,andwe show that in mostcasesthey give the strongestboundson the FC
Z’ effects. We alsodiscussthe implicationsof the plannedfuture experiments[3,4]
on p.—e conversionin Ti. If the underlying physics is describedby an extended
gaugemodel like E6, theseexperimentsareexpectedto revealevidencefor lepton
flavour violation. If no signalfor LFV processesis detected,this will result in very
powerful constraintson the structureof thesemodels, implying vanishinglysmall
valuesfor theparametersdescribingfermion mixing, and/orverylargemassesfor
the additional gaugebosons(M~� 5 TeV). In sect.2, we derivethe effectiveLFV
interaction between the charged leptons and the nucleons, in terms of the
fundamentallepton andquarkneutralcurrentcouplings.The p.—e conversionrate
for the coherentnuclearprocessis thenobtainedin a nuclear-model-independent
way. Following ref. [6], in sect.3 we show how possiblylarge FCNCcould naturally
arise in extended gaugetheories. The case of E6 models will be considered
explicitly. In sect. 4, we relate the E6 parametersof sect. 3 to the effective
couplings relevant for the nuclear p.—e conversionprocess. From the present
experimentalbound for p.—e conversionin Ti we derive new stringentconstraints

on the Z—e—p. vertex and on the Z’ parameters,and we also discusshow these
constraintswill be improved thanksto the proposedfutureexperiments.Finally in

sect.5 we presentour conclusions.

2. Coherentj~—econversion

We will concentrateon the casein which the LFV interactionsare mediated
only by the exchangeof massivegaugebosons, and not by photon or scalar
exchange.In this case, the general lepton—quarkeffective lagrangian can be
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written in terms of a sumof contactinteractionsbetweenthe leptonic andquark
currentsof the form

2~ff—v~GëyA(k~_k~y5)p.E qyA(vq—aqy5)q, (2.1)
q~u,d,s,

where q = u, d, s,... are the relevantquarkflavours. kv, kA are the LFV lepton
couplings,and vq, aq the quarkflavour diagonalcouplingsto the physicalmassive
gaugeboson(Z or Z’) exchanged,which dependon the particularmodel consid-
ered. For the contribution correspondingto Z exchange, G = GF, the Fermi
constant.The Z’-exchangeterm has an overall strength G = GFM~/M~~,and
wheneverwe will need to single out this case explicitly we will also prime the

couplingsin eq. (2.1), kvA —* k~A,vq, aq vq, aq.
Since the maximum momentum transfer q

2 involved in the p.—e conversion
processis much smallerthanthe scaleassociatedwith the structureof thenucleon,

we canneglectthe q2 dependencein the nucleonform factors.Then, in the limit
q2 0, the matrix elementsof the quark currentfor the nucleon N = p, n canbe
written as

(N~qy
5q~N)=G~”~Ny5N,

(N~qy5y5q~N)=Gf~’~Ny5y~N. (2.2)

In the limit in which strong isospin is a good symmetry, that is up to terms
proportional to the up and down massdifference, the neutronand proton form
factors are relatedas follows

G~h1)= G~”~

G~j,h1)= ~ G~

G(~~,h1)= ~ G~.

The conservedvectorcurrentand its coherentcharacter,with the vectorcharge
equalto the quarknumber,determinethe couplings

G~P=2,G~=1, G~9=0. (2.3)

This argumentcannotbe applied to the axial-vectorcurrent. In termsof definite
U(3)-flavour transformationproperties,onecan introducethe following combina-
tion of couplings:

~ = ~ - ~

~(8)
= (u) (d) — (s)

A A A A’

~ = ~ + ~ + ~ (2.4)
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The weak currentstransformas an octetunder flavour SU(3).The two axial form
factors ~ and ~ canbe expressedin termsof the reducedamplitudesF and
D extractedfrom the semi-leptonicdecaysof baryons,

G~=F+D= 1.254±0.006,

G~~=3F—D=0.68±0.04. (2.5)

The EMC [7] measurementof thepolarization-dependentstructurefunction of the
proton determinesan additional independentcombinationof ~ ~ and of the
singlet ~ Onethen obtains

G~= 0.12±0.17. (2.6)

As a result all the axial form factors aredetermined.
At the nucleonlevel, the LFV lagrangian(2.1) canthen bewritten as

~ Gey~k(k~_k~y5)p.~ NYA(CIN—C2Ny5)N, (2.7)
N=p,n

wherethe nucleoncouplingsare [8] vector:

C1 =2v +Vd,p U (2.8)

C1~= v~+ 2v~,

and axial:

C2~= G~a~+ Grad + G~a5, (2 9)

C2~= G~a + G~ad + Gj~a~

We will now discussthe four nucleon couplings(2.8) and (2.9) in the isospin
formalism for the nucleon,asappropriatefor nuclearphysics studies.Introducing

the nucleonspinor ~/~N= (~),andthe isospinPauli matrix r3, (2.7) reads

~/~iGëyA(k~_k~y5)p.

X 1IJNYA[(CIs + C1vr3) — (C2~+ C2~r3)y5]çIJN, (2.10)

with the following couplings:
vectorisoscalar:

C1~ ~(C1~+ C1~)= ~ + ed), (2.lla)

vectorisovector:

C1~ ~(C~ — C1~)= ~(v~ — vd), (2.llb)
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axial isoscalar:

+ C2~)= + Gj~)(a~+ ad) + ~ (2.llc)

axial isovector:

~ (2.lld)

At the low valuesof the squaredmomentumtransferrelevantfor thekinematicsof
the p.—e conversionprocess(q

2 —m~),the matrix elementof 2~ for anuclear
transitionis dominatedby the coherentnuclearchargeassociatedwith the vector
currentof the nucleon

Qw=(2Z+N)vU+(Z+2N)vd, (2.12)

which gives an enhancedcontribution to the coherent nuclear transition. In
practiceonly the appropriatenuclearform factor for the coherentcontribution is

needed.The axial quark couplings ~ do not contribute to the coherent
nuclearcharge,andwill only give rise to nuclear-spin-dependenteffectswhich are
negligible as long as the nucleon number(A = Z + N) is large enough.For the
nucleon numbers relevant for p.—e conversion experiments,the rate for the
coherentprocess,proportional to Q~,will indeeddominate over the incoherent
excitations of the nuclear system,which are sensitiveto all the vector and axial
couplingsgiven in eqs.(2.11).This expectationis supportedby explicit calculations
basedon nuclearmodels[9], that show that the ratio betweenthe coherentrate

andthe total p.—e conversionratefor nuclei as 48Ti canbe aslargeas 90%.
In the non-relativisticlimit for the motion of the muonin the muonic atom,one

can factorizethe “large” componentof the muonwave function. The correspond-
ing coherentconversionrate is then givenby

G2
1= _peEe~i+~)Q~sAM(q)I2, (2.13)

where Pe (Ee) is the electronmomentum(energy),Ee Pe m~for this process,

and M(q) is the nuclearmatrix elementof the vectorchargedensity,

M(q) =fd3x p(x) e~’cI~(x). (2.14)

In eq.(2.14), ‘25,~(x)is the normalizedatomicwave function of the muonand p(x)
is the nucleardensity(normalized to unity) taken to be equal for proton and
neutrondistributions.

The form (2.13) is particularly convenient for discussing the fundamental
physicsinvolved in the p.—econversionprocess,becauseit factorizesthe model-de-
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pendentcombinationof couplings(k~1+ k~)Q~from the nuclearmatrix element
squared.As said before, if bothZ and Z’ exchangesmediate this FCNC process,
then one has to reinterpret the product (k~~+ k~)Q~,but not the nuclear
ingredientfactorization.

For nuclei with A ~ 100 one can take, as customaryin p.-captureanalyses,an
averagevaluefor the muonwave function insidethe nucleusin eq.(2.14) in sucha
way that

cx
3m3 Z4ff

IM~(q)2 = E.....~F(q)2 (2.15)
1~~ Z

where Zeff hasbeendeterminedin the literature[10] and F(q) is the nuclearform
factor, as measuredfor examplefrom electronscattering[11]. Oneexpectsin ~Ti
this approximationto work within a few percent,with F(q2 — —mt) — 0.54 and
Zeff~17.6.

The branchingratio R for p.—e conversionin nuclei normalizedto the total
nuclearmuoncapturerate FcaptUfe,which is experimentallymeasuredwith a good
precision,can then be computedin any specific extensionof the SM, and the
informationsrelatedto thefactors associatedwith new physicscanbeextractedin

a nuclear-model-independentway. In the caseof FCNCsmediatedby both Z and
Z’ exchange,we obtain

G2a3 Z4 1
R~ F m~peEef~F(q)~2p

capture

M~
x ~

M22+(~)(k~+k~2)Q~]~ (2.16)

where

Q~=(2Z+N)v~+(Z+2N)v~ (2.17)

andwe haveexplicitly primedthe lepton andquarkcouplingsto the Z’ boson.For
Tcapture in Ti we will use the experimentaldeterminationT~aptUre (2.590±0.012)
x 106 s—i [12].

3. FCNC in extendedmodels

Following ref. [13] we will now assumethe effectivelow energygaugegroup is
of the form ~‘ = (SU(2)Lx U(1)~x SU(3)~)x U

1(1), and that it originatesfrom
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the breakingof a simple unification group,like E6. The SM neutralgaugeboson
Z0 can then mix with the U1(1) gaugeboson Z1, resulting in the two mass
eigenstatesZ and Z’. The NC lagrangianin the physical Z and Z’ basis canbe
written as follows [13]:

~NC~jemAA +g0(JAZ~+J’
5Z~), (3.1)

whereg
0 = (4~GFM~)

1~2is theSM gaugecouplingof the Z
0 and J, J’ are the

fermionic currentscoupledto the Z and Z’ bosons.They are relatedto the gauge
currentsJ0 and J1, coupledto Z0 andZ1 respectively,by the rotation

= cos 4 sin 4 jA , (3.2)

J~ —sin q~ cos 4~ sin ~jk

where 4 is the Z—Z’ mixing angleand O~is the weak mixing angle ~‘.

BesidespredictingextraZ’ bosons,extendedgaugemodelslike E6 predict also
the existenceof “new” fermions~ The new fermionswill in generalmix with the
standard“known” fermions~J4having thesameelectricandcolour charges.Then
for any specificvalueof the electricandcolour charges,thecomponentof chirality
a = L, R of the light masseigenstates~i1 will correspondto a generalsuperposi-

tion of gaugeeigenstatesthat can bewritten as [13]

~Ii~=A~4~+ Fj~,a. (3.3)

The mixing matricesAa and Fa describerespectivelythe mixing of thelight states
with the known and the new fermions, and satisfy the unitarity relation A~AU+

FFU = I. The presenceof thesemixings will affect the couplingsof the gauge
bosonsto the light fermions ~ [6,13,14].In particular,given a generalcurrentJ~,
correspondingto a brokengenerator~‘, its projection on the light fermions ~~Ia

will read

~ ~ (3.4)
a=L,R

whereq~(q~”)is the & eigenvalueof the known (new) fermions ~1i~ ~ and
for simplicity we haveassumedthat all the newstateshavethe same~f~’charge.We
refer to refs. [6,13]for a moregeneraldiscussion.

If the known fermionsare mixedwith new stateshaving different assignmentsof
weak-isospin(“exotic” fermions),then thecoefficientq~’— = t3(i/i~~)—

multiplying the mixing matrix F~~FUin (3.4) is non-vanishing,and the current ~

* We assumethat therunningof the U1(1)gaugecoupling constantg1 from theunification scaledown
to low energyis similar to the runningof the hyperchargecoupling constant.Normalizing theU1(1)
charge asthe hyperchargegenerator~Y then yields g1 /g0 = sin O~.
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coupledto the Z0 bosonis affected.In this caseextremelystringentboundson the
off-diagonaltermscanbe obtainedfrom the limits on FC processes.For example
(FtF)e~~ 2 x 106 was obtained in ref. [6] from the non-observationof the
p. —* eeedecay,howeverwe will seein sect.4 that the limit from p.—e conversionin
nuclei is strongerby a factor two. The diagonalelementsof the matrix FtF are
also constrainedmainly from LEP, NC andchargedcurrentprecisiondata[13,14],
and the correspondinglimits are in general ~ 10~.On the other hand, the
mixings betweenthe ordinaryfermions andthe new exotic onesare theoretically
expectedto be very small, since they arise in generalfrom seesaw-likeformulas
[6,15], so that the correspondinglimits are not very effective in constrainingthe
modelsunderexamination.

If insteadthe mixing is with new stateshaving the sameSU(2) assignmentsas
the SM fermions (“ordinary” fermions),the coefficient of the mixing term in the
J~currentis vanishing,andthe couplingsto theZ0 bosonarenot affected.In this

case no phenomenologicalboundscan be set on the elementsof FtF, with the
exceptionof the ordinary mixings of the left-handedquarks, that are constrained

by the unitarity testsof the CKM matrix [14]. However,ordinary—ordinaryfermion
mixing doesaffect the J1 current,sincein generalq~~ qj~.Clearly at low energy
the possibleeffectsof the ordinary—ordinarymixings is suppressedwith respectto
the effectsof the ordinary—exoticmixings as the ratio of the gaugeboson mass
squared.However, this suppressioncould be largelycompensatedby the fact that
in generalthesemixings do not originatefrom seesaw-likemassmatrices,andthen
all the entriesin the mixing matrix F~Fcan be large [6].

For definitenesswe will now considerthe case of E6 models, in which new
gaugebosonsas well as new ordinaryand new exotic fermionsare present.Since
E6 is rank six, asmany as two additionalneutralgaugebosonscould appearin the
low energyeffectivegaugegroup. It is useful to considerthe embeddingof the SM
gaugegroup ~‘SM in E6 throughthe following patternof subgroups:E6 —~ U(1)~x
S0(10)—‘ U(1)~x SU(5) ~ ~‘SM. Then the lightest additional gaugebosonwill in
generalcorrespondto an effective extra U1(1) resulting as a combination of the

and U(1)~factors. We will parametrizethis combination in terms of an
angle /3. This will define an entire classof Z’ modelsin which eachfermion f is
coupledto the newbosonthroughthe effectivecharge

q1(f) =q~,(f) sin /3 +q~(f)cos /3. (3.5)

Particularcasesthat arecommonly studiedin the literature [13,16,17]correspond
to sin /3 = — ~/[,0, 1 and are respectivelydenotedasZ~,Z,,~.and Z~models.Z~,
occurs in E6 —‘ SO(10),while Z~occurs in superstringmodelswhen E6 directly
breaksdown to rank five. As we will see, this model plays a peculiar role in the
presentanalysis,since it evadescompletely the kind of constraintsthat we are
investigating.Finally, a Z~bosonoccurs in SO(10)—~ SU(5) and couples to the
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known fermions in the sameway as the Z’ presentin SO(10) GUTs. However,
sinceSO(10) doesnot contain additional chargedfermions, the kind of FC effects
that we arestudying here is absent.In contrast,new chargedquarksandleptons
are present in E6. The fundamental27 representationcontains, beyond the
standard15 fermion degreesof freedom,12 additional statesfor eachgeneration,
among which we have a vector doublet of new leptons H = (N E~, HC =

(E~N’~.
The chiral couplingsof the leptonsto the Z as well as the coefficient of the

LFV term F~Fare determinedby the q~and ~ chargesof the new and known
states,which are

q~(E~)= —q~(E~)= —~i,q~(Ej=q~(ER)= ~

q~(e~)= -q~(e~)= ~, q~(eL)= 3q~(e~)= ~ (3.6)

With respectto the SU(2)L transformationproperties,the E~new leptonsare
exotic and then the mixings of their CP conjugatestatesEj~with the standard
right-handedleptonseR violatesweak-isospinby ~. As is discussedfor examplein
ref. [6] this kind of mixings are generallysuppressedas the ratio of the light to
heavy masses,and then for the e and p. leptons they are expected to be
particularly small. In contrast,the Eu leptonsareordinaryandtheir mixings with
the light leptonsarenot expectedto be suppressedby any small massratio since
they do not violate weak-isospin.Thesemixings are generatedby entries in the

massmatrix correspondingto VEVs of singlet Higgsfields K45)0 which, since they
also contributeto the massesof the new (heavy)gaugebosons,are expectedto be
larger than the doublet VEVs. We note that in E6 the ordinary—ordinarylepton
mixings occur betweenSU(2) doublets.Then it is clear that for eachentry in the
chargedlepton massmatrix of the form EReLK4IS)otheremustbe a corresponding
entry N~v<~s)oin the massmatrix for the neutral states,that would generatea
largeDirac massfor thelight neutrinos.Evenif in the 27 of E6 severalnewneutral
states(includingtwo SU(2) singlets)arepresent,in the minimal E6 modelsit is not
possibleto generatenaturallyany small value eigenvaluefor the mass matrix if
theseDirac massentries are present,since the Higgs representationthat could
generatelargeMajoranamassesandleadto a seesawmechanismis absent.Then,
in the frames of thesemodels,the limits on the neutrino massesautomatically
guaranteethat any possibleordinary—ordinarymixing in the chargedlepton sector
shouldbe unobservablysmall.However, aswasdiscussedby Nandi andSarkar[18],
large Majoranamassesfor the singlet neutral fermions can be generateddue to
gravitationaleffects, leadingto a rather complicatedmassmatrix for the neutral
statesfor which a seesawmechanismis effective, and producenaturally small
massesfor thelight doubletneutrinos.In this scenario,in order not to conflict with
the limits on the neutrinomasses,thereis no needto tune the Dirac massentries
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to any unnaturally smallvalue. Then the weak-isospinconservingmixings of the
chargedleptonsare no more constrained,and in the limit in which the singlet
VEVs are much larger than the doublet VEVs are theoreticallyexpectedto be

O(1)[6].
The LFV lagrangianin E6 modelscanbeobtainedfrom eqs.(3.1), (3.4). For the

charged leptons of the first two generations it reads

—9’~vgo~o(cos q~Z5—sin fr Z~)ë~y
5p.~

+k
1(sin 4 Z5 + cos ~ Z~)e~y5p.~], (3.7)

where

k11= ~~(F~FR)e~ (3.8)

is induced by the mixing with the exotic charged leptons E~,while

k1 = sin O~[q1(EL) — q1(e~)](F~FL)e~ (3.9)

results from the mixing with the newordinary leptonsEL.
From the second term in eq. (3.7), we see that ordinary—ordinaryfermion

mixing canstill inducea LFV vertexfor thephysical Z boson.However,thisvertex
is suppressedby the Z0—Z1 mixing, which is severelyconstrainedby presentdata
to I 4. ~ 0.02 [13,16],andthen we can expectthat in the presenceof a “light” Z’
the FCNC processeswould be mainly inducedby direct Z’ exchange.

4. Constraintsfrom ,i—e conversionin nuclei

The LFV parameterscan now be constrainedby comparingthe theoretical

expressionfor the branchingratio R for the p.—e conversionprocessin eq.(2.16)
to the experimentalbound B. PresentlyB = 4 x 1012 [1,2] at 90% CL, however
we will also discussthelimits on the LFV parametersachievablewith the planned

future experiments.
First, the limits on Z-mediatedFCNC can be obtainedin the limit in which the

Z’ is decoupledfrom low energyphysics (M~~—* and 4 —~ 0). In this case,the
quarkvector couplingsi~ (f= u, d) enteringeq. (2.12) aregiven by the standard
expression Vf = t3(fL) — 2q~~(f)sin

2O~. We obtain

k~+k~<5.2x 1013(4 10 12)~ (4.1)

Independentlimits on the LFV mixings of the right-handedor left-handedleptons
can be given in terms of the chirality couplings kLR = ~(k~ ±kA). Then (4.1)
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implies I k7~I, I k~I <0.51 X 10~.Theselimits are twice as strongas the corre-
spondingonesfrom the non-observationof the decayp. —~ eeeobtainedin ref. [6].
In the caseof E6 modelsthe LFV couplingsof the chargedleptonsto the Z boson
originate only in the R-sector (kR= k0, kL = 0). From (4.1) we obtain

(F~FR)e~< 1.0x 106( x 10-12)’

that is tighter than the limit (F~FR)e~<2.4 x 106 from p. —‘ eee[6].
As we see,thelimits from p.—econversionin nuclei on the LFV ordinary—exotic

mixing of the first two families are indeedquite strong.We stressthat dueto the
coherentenhancementof the rate, this process gives the strongest constraint on
the Z—e—p.vertex, twice more stringent than that from p. —~eee.

However, as we have already discussed, these vertices are expected to be
suppressed as the ratio of the light and heavy masses, that is by a factor of the
order m~/M~~ 10~for ME � 100 GeV. As a conclusion,at present these limits
are still not strong enough to effectively constrain the models under examination,
since the possible FCNCs induced by such naturally small ordinary—exotic mixings
are still compatible with the present experimental data.

However,the plannedexperiments[3,4], aiming to test branching ratios down to
B 4 x 10— 1410—i6, do havegood chances to reveal signals of violation of the
lepton flavour number induced by this kind of new physics. If no signals are
detected,the presentlimits will be improved to I k~I, I k~I <0.51 x 10~—0.25
x 108 correspondingto a LFV ordinary—exotic mixing (F~FR)C~<(10—0.5)x
108. This boundwill indeedrepresenta seriousconstrainton E6 models, if the
exotic statesareassumedto be not much heavierthan the electroweakscale.

Let usnow considerthe effect of the mixing of theleft-handedchargedleptons
with the new ordinary statesEj presentin E6. In order to do this we will
henceforthset the ordinary—exotic mixing term (F~FR)e~to zero, and we will
concentrateon the consequencesof having a non-vanishingordinary—ordinary
mixing parameter.9~ (F~FL)C~.This is a safe procedure,since in the limit in
which we neglectthe electronmass,thereare no interferenceterms relating the
left-handed and right-handed lepton sectors, and the experimental limit on the
conversionof muonsinto electronsrepresentsa fortiori a limit on the production
of electronsin the left-handedhelicity state.

The LFV parameterskv and kA enteringeqs.(2.1)—(2.16), canbe read from
eq. (3.7),

kv=kA=kl sin 4,

cos 4,
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while the quarkcouplingsVf, V, f = u, d, enteringin eqs.(2.12)—(2.17),aregiven
by [13]

VfCOS q~[t
3(fL) —2q~~(f)sin

2O~J

+sin 4’ sin O~[qi(fj +ql(f~)],

—sin 4 [t3(fL) —2q~~(f)sin2gwl

+cos 4 sin O~[q

1(f~) +q1(f~)], (4.2)

where the U1(1) chargeq1(f) that wasdefined in (3.5) is given in termsof the qç,,
and ~ chargesfor the quarks,

q~(u~)= —q~(u~)=q~(d~)= —q~(d~)=

q~(uL)= -q~(uR)=q~(dL)= ~q~(dR) = ~yT. (4.3)

Due to the approximationmade,for eachvalue of the parameter/3 in (3.5) the
branchingratio (2.16) dependsonly on the valuesof M~,4 and .9~ (F~FL)e~.

However, it is easyto seethat sincethe gaugebosonmixing effects in the diagonal
electroncouplingsare in any casevery small (I I ~ 0.02 [13—16]),the relevant
variablesare actuallyonly two, namely ~ and ~ Moreover,once
the Higgssectorof the model is specified,~ and 4. are no more independent
quantities.For example,an approximaterelation that holdsfor smallmixings and
when ~ (>>M~)originatesfrom a largeHiggssingletVEV [19] reads

M
2

4~~ ~tI~~2 (4.4)

and in this case the branching ratio (2.16) is in practice only a function of

The limits on the Z’ LFV parameter~ obtainedby comparingeq.
(2.16)to the present90% CL experimentalbound B = 4 x 10— 12 [1], areplottedin
fig. 1. The thick solid line depicts the limits obtainedby settingthe gaugeboson
mixing angle 4 to zero, so that the p.—e conversion is mediated only by Z’
exchangein this case.The resulting constraintsare about twice as strong as the
onesfrom p. —~ eeefound in ref. [6]. For mostof the valuesof sin /3, we find ~
(~/102Y1~2� 5 TeV x (B/4 x 1012Y1”4. Clearly it is not possibleto trans-
late the limits on the p.—e conversionprocessdirectly into boundson M~,since
the value of the mixing parameter.~ is not known. However, as we have
discussed,from the theoreticalpoint of view the entriesin the mixing matrix .9~
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Fig. 1. Limits on the Z’ LFV parameterM~~.9~7T,~”
2from the experimentallimits on the ~—e

conversionprocess,for a generalE
6 neutralgaugeboson,as a function of sin /3. Themixing term

is given in units of 10—2. Thevertical units are TeV whenthe current limit on the branchingfor ~—e
conversion B = 4x 10 12 is taken.The limits on the Z’ massfor different valuesof the experimental
branchingratio and/orof .9~canbeeasily readoff the figureby properlyrescalingtheverticalunits.
The thick solid line is obtainedby settingthe Z0—Z1 mixing angle 4’ to zero.The boundsobtainedby
allowing for a non-vanishingZ0—Z1 mixing, consistentwith the valuesof M~when a minimal Higgs
sector is assumed,are also shown. The dotted lines correspondto equal VEVs of the two Higgs

doubletspresentin themodel, i.e. o~ i~/ v = 1 while thedot-dashedlines correspondto cr =

are not expectedto be suppressedby any particularly small factor, and they are
completelyunconstrainedexperimentally.Thenit is reasonableto assumeiO~~

<10_i as a naturalrangefor the ordinary—ordinarymixing parameter.In this
case,using the lower extreme .%~= i0~,we get a “conservativenaturalness”

bound M~� 500 GeV, for mostof the valuesof sin /3. Theseboundsare indeed
quitestrong,but sincetheyaremodel dependentobviouslytheycannotreplacethe
direct [20]or indirect [13,16]limits on the Z’ parameters,whichdo not dependon
any assumptionon the fermion mixings.

The plannedexperiment[4], aiming to test the branchingratios for the p.—e
conversionprocessdown to B 1016, would allow to improve the boundsup to
~ � (5—100)TeV for thesamerangeof “natural” valuesfor This would be
a serious constrainton E6 models, and it is amusingto note that this kind of
relatively unexpensiveexperimentscan in principle be sensitiveto the presenceof
a Z’ bosonout of the reachof the supercolliders.
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From fig. 1 it is apparentthat two importantexceptionsare representedby the
~1iandthe i~models,correspondingrespectivelyto sin /3 = — 1 andsin /3 = —

sincein both thesemodelsthe constraintson the Z’ massareevaded.
The absenceof limits in the ~/i model is due to the fact that all the standard

fermions and their conjugatestatesbelong to the same representationof the
SO(10) subgroupof E6, namelythe 16, andthushavethe same abeliancharge.
As a consequencethe q1, chargesof the left- andright-handedstatesareequaland
oppositein sign, implying that the vectorcoupling to the Z~bosonis vanishing,
andonly the axial coupling is present.Thenfor thisparticular valueof /3 it is not
possibleto obtain strongboundsfrom the p.—e conversionin nuclei. In particular,

for 4’ = 0 no boundsat all are obtainedon the parameterM~.~’/
2due to the

fact that in the presentanalysiswe haveneglectedthe incoherentcontributions.In
this case, however, a strong limit Mz(.~M/102)~”2� 3.7 TeV can still be
obtainedfrom the non-observationof the decayp. — eee[6].

The absenceof limits in the ij model hasquitea different origin. Besideshaving
= t/’, the known and new ordinary fermions also have q~= for the

particularvaluesin /3 = — ~/J.This implies that the coefficient of the F~FLterm
is vanishingnot only in the SM J

0 current, but in the J1 current as well. As a
consequenceany effect related to the ordinary—ordinarymixing is completely
absentin the s~model, independentlyof the kind of processconsidered.We refer
to ref. [6] for a morecompletediscussionon this point.

To studythe possibleeffectson theseresultsof a non-vanishingmixing angle4,
i.e. when both the Z’ and Z bosonscontribute to the decay,we haveused (4.5)
assuming,consistentlywith the conventionalE6 models, two doubletsof Higgs
fields with VEVs T~ and v. Since ~ and v give mass respectivelyto the t andb
quarks,o~ 13

2/L 2> 1 is theoreticallypreferred.The boundson ~ obtainedby

allowing for a Z
11—Z1 mixing consistentwith this minimal Higgssectorare shownin

fig. 1 by the dotted and dot-dashedlines, which correspondto o = 1 and

respectively.It is apparentthat by allowing for a non-vanishingvalue of q~,the
limits on the Z’ massarequalitatively unchanged.

Fig. 2 depicts the constraintson the Z’ LFV parameter~ The solid line

shows the boundsobtainedby taking the limit ~ —* ~. In this casethe p.—e
conversionprocessis mediatedonly by the Z boson, and is due to the mixing
between the Z0 and the Z1. It is apparent that the Z0—Z1 mixing angle is
constrainedto be at most few x 10_4/(.~ /10_2) almostall over the /3 axis.
Forthe smallestvalueof the mixing in the naturalrangei0’ ~ .9~~ 10_i, this is
comparableto the limit I I ~ 102 resulting from the fit to the availableNC,
chargedcurrent and LEP data [13,16].The dotted (a- = 1) and dot-dashedlines
(a- = co) enclosethe regionsof the limits obtainedassuminga minimal Higgssector.
In this casethe value of M~ is finite andconsistent,accordingto (4.5), with the
valuesof 4 at thebound.We seethatwith this additionalconditionin practicethe
Z andZ’ bosonsareconstrainedto be unmixed,except in a very small region in
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Fig. 2. Limits on the Z’ LFV parameter~ from the experimentallimits on the ti—c conversion
process,for a general E

6 neutral gauge boson, as a function of sin /3. The current limit on the
branchingfor ti—c conversionB = 4X 10 12 is assumedand the mixing term .9’~is given in units of

10~2.The limits on the Z0—Z1 mixing angle 4 for differentvaluesof the experimentalbranchingratio
and/or of .~ canbe easily readoff the figure by properly rescalingthevertical units.The thick solid
lines are obtainedin the limit ~ —~. The dotted (a- = 1) and dot-dashed(a- =cc) lines show the

limits obtainedfor a finite Z’ massandassuminga minimal Higgs sector.

the vicinity of the ij model.The fact that in the casein which the Higgssectoris
specifiedthe limits on 4 aresignificantly tighter than in the casein which 4 and
M~ are assumedindependent(and the limit ~ —* ~ is taken)meansthat the
p.—e conversionin nuclei is in first place sensitive to the Z’ exchange,and thus
constrainsthe Z’ mass,while the contribution to the LFV transition of Z1~—Z1
mixing aloneis less relevantandleadsto loserconstraints.It is worth noting that

this behaviouris oppositeto what is encounteredin deriving limits on the Z’
parametersfrom preciseelectroweakdata[13,16],wherein fact thebestboundson

the Z’ mass are obtained from the tight limits on f implied by the LEP
measurements.

5. Conclusions

We have introduced the general charged lepton—quark contact lagrangian
describing LFV neutral currents,we have derived the correspondingeffective
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lepton—nucleoninteractionand we haveapplied it to the caseof p.—e conversion
in muonic atoms.The relevantnucleonvector couplingsresultfrom the coherent
characterof the conservedvectorcurrent.The axial couplingsare determinedfrom
SU(3)~symmetryconsiderationsand experiments,and their actualvalues should
be usedto studythe incoherentcontributionto theprocesses.However, in the case
of p.—e conversionin nuclei with A >> 1, the axial current contributioncan be
neglectedwith respectto the vectorcoherentcontribution.We have determined
the rate of the coherent p.—e conversion processin terms of the couplings
appearing in the general lepton—quark effective lagrangian, by means of the
following additionalapproximations:

(1) we havetreatedthemuon asnon-relativistic,which is correctup to O(aZ);

(2) we havetakenan averagefor the p. wave function insidethe nucleus,which

is a good approximationfor A ~ 100;
(3) we haveusedequal form factors for the proton andthe neutron,which is

valid for light enoughnuclei.
All these approximationswork up to a few percent for ~Ti. We have then
normalizedthe rate for p.—e conversionin nuclei with the experimentalvalue of
the p.-capturerate, rather than with the theoretical expressionwhich has been
previouslyusedin the literature[21].

Following ref. [6], we havediscussedhow extendedgaugemodels, predicting
new neutral gaugebosonsZ’ as well as new chargedfermions, imply flavour
changingcouplingsbetweenthe Z and Z’ gaugebosonsand the known fermions,
and we have pointed out that in particular the Z’ flavour changingvertices are

expectedto be unsuppressed.As an examplefor illustrating this mechanism,we
haveconsideredthe caseof E6 models.

We havethen studiedthe constraintson LFV couplingsfrom the limit on p.—e
conversionin nuclei,obtainingthe following results.

First, we havederivedstringentboundson the LFV interactionsmediatedby
the standardZ boson,which in extensionsof the SM canbe inducedby the mixing
of the chargedleptonswith new exotic particles,and in particular in E6 models
could appearin the right-handedleptonic sector.The limits obtainedare twice as
strong as the onesfrom p. —~ eee.We havealso discussedthe sensitivity that will
be attainedby the proposedfuture experimentssearchingfor p.—e conversionin
nuclei,andwe haveshownthat signalsof LFV transitionsinducedby ordinary—ex-
otic lepton mixing are expectedto be detectedwith theseexperimentsif the exotic
leptonshavemassesnot much larger than the electroweakscale.

Second,we haveconsideredthe LFV interactionsinducedin E6 modelsby the
mixing of theknown chargedleptonswith new ordinarystates.In this casethep.—e
conversionproceedsthroughbothZ andZ’ exchange.We havederivedconstraints
on the relevant combinationsof Z’ mass and mixing angle with the Z’ LFV
couplings.We havebriefly discussedthe reasonswhy the Z’ LFV couplingsare
theoreticallyexpectedto be large,andwe haveconcludedthat in orderto account
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for the non-observationof p.—econversionin nuclei, the Z’ shouldbe sufficiently
heavy(in mostcasesat leastat the TeV scale)to suppressthe transitionrate, and
almostunmixedwith the standardZ.

We havesuggestedthat thesimultaneouspresenceof new chargedfermionsand
newgaugebosonswith massup to a few TeV should give rise to LFV transitions
that shouldbeobservedin futureexperimentslooking for p.—e conversionin nuclei
with improvedsensitivity. On the other hand,if no effectwere found, the resulting
limits on thesekind of FCNCs will be extremelysevere, implying in most cases
M~> 5 TeV unlessthe LFV couplingsare tunedto be smallerthan i0~.

As we havediscussedin some detail, the constraintson the Z’ masspresented
here do not apply to two particularE6 models. In the ~i model the quarkvector
couplings to the Z’ vanish, so that there is no coherentcontribution to p.—e

conversionin nuclei, andthen leptonicprocesseslike p. —+ eeeshouldbe usedto
constrain the possibly large Z’-mediated FCNCs. On the other hand, as was
alreadystressedin ref. [6], in the superstring-inspiredi~model the largeZ’-media-
ted LFV are completely absent,implying that the kind of constraintsdiscussed
here are noteffectiveto derive limits on the Z~parametersindependentlyof the
particularexperimentalprocessconsidered.
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this topic. Oneof us (D.T.) acknowledgesa post-docfellowship from the Spanish
Ministry of Education and Science.This work has been partially supportedby
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